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Abstract

With the popularity of Web 2.0, there has been a phenomenal increase in
the utility of text classification in applications like document filtering and
sentiment categorization. Many of these applications demand that the classi-
fication method be efficient and robust, yet produce accurate categorizations
by using the terms in the documents only. In this paper, we propose a novel
and efficient method using terms-based discriminative information space for
robust text classification. Terms in the documents are assigned weights ac-
cording to the discrimination information they provide for one category over
the others. These weights also serve to partition the terms into category sets.
A linear opinion pool is adopted for combining the discrimination informa-
tion provided by each set of terms to yield a feature space (discriminative
information space) having dimensions equal to the number of classes. Sub-
sequently, a discriminant function is learned to categorize the documents
in the feature space. This classification methodology relies upon corpus in-
formation only, and is robust to distribution shifts and noise. We develop
theoretical parallels of our methodology with generative, discriminative, and
hybrid classifiers. We evaluate our methodology extensively with five dif-
ferent discriminative term weighting schemes on six data sets from different
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